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DERIVATIONOF THE EQUATIONSOF CONSERVATIONOF MASS,
MOMENTUM,AND ENERGYOF COMPRESSIBLEFLUIDMECHANICS

IN BOTHLAGRANGIANAND EULERIANFORMSFROMAN
INTEGRALVIEWPOINT

by

PhilipL. Browne

ABSTRACT

This report derives,thenshowsthe equivalence
of, the Lagrangianand Eulerian equations by use of
Reynolds’ Transport Theorem. The differentialforms
of the equationsare also deduced from the integral
forms. Finally, some common simplificationsof the
equationsare derived.

I. INTRODUCTION

The

basedon

(a)

(b)

(c)

Thesecan

with the

for those

three fundamental equations of compressiblefluidmotionare those

conservationof mass (theequationof continuity),

conservationof momentum(theequationof motion),and

conservationof energy(total).

be derivedand writtenin the so-calledLagrangianor Eulerianforms

distinctionnot alwaysmade clear,resultingin confusion,especially

unfamiliarwith the subject. Also,theseequationsmay be writtenas

differentialequations, holding at a point in time and space,or in a form

involvingintegralsover someelementof volumeoversomeperiodof time. Use

of the integralsfor derivationof the equationsseemsto the authorto be more

intuitivelyphysicaland offersa more comprehensiblemeans of obtaining the
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finitedifferenceapproximationsfor numericalwork,’especiallywhenmore than

one dimensionis beingconsidered.

In the followingpagesan attemptwillbe made to startwith the physical

or intuitive (integral form) approach. Definitions of the meaning of

Lagrangian and Eulerianwillbe madewhichare quiteintuitive,and fromthese

themeaningsof certainoperators(derivatives)willbe made. For each of the

three conservative laws, a Lagrangianintegralformand an Eulerianintegral

formwillbe writtenfroma physicalapproach. An attemptwill thenbe made to

show the equivalenceof thesetwo formsand to derivesomecorrespondingdif-

ferentialforms,whichwillalsobe shownto be equivalent.

Froma puremathematicspointof view,one shouldprobablyuse tensorsand

tensornotationto achievethe most general forms of the equations for all

types of coordinate systems. However,sincethis is writtenfor physicalun-

derstanding,the work and proofshave beenlimited to vector notation (to be

true in two and three dimensions),and in a Cartesiancoordinatesystem. The

only tensornotationused is Xixi‘,XIX1 + x2x2 + x3x3. The discussion may

seem lengthy and detailed, but it is intended to be understandableand

comprehensive.An attempthas beenmade in each case to begin with a physi-

cally visualizableLagrangian integral form of the law and then derive a

Lagrangiandifferentialform. Next,startingwith a physically visualizable

Eulerian integralformof the samelaw,one is led to an Euleriandifferential

formof the law. The equivalenceof the two integral forms and the two dif-

ferential forms is shown. Other things are then pursued, such as

simplification

mass equation

turnequations.

of the law of conservationof momentum by the conservationof

and simplificationof the energyequationby the massand momen-

11. EULERIANAND LAGRANGIANVIEWPOINTS

By the Eulerianapproachwe mean that in whichat a point (xl,X2, X3) in

spaceat timet, one observes

(a) the changesthatoccurin timeas one remainsfixedat (X1,X2,X3)

(Thischangedenotedby ~) (1)

(b) the variationsthatexistin spaceat thatparticulartime

(denotedby%, ~, x&) .
12 3



By the Lagrangianapproachwe mean that in which one follows or rides along

with a particle or set of particles and observes the rate of change that
doccurs(denotedby ~, oftencalledthe materialor (2)

totalor hydrodynamicor Lagrangianderivative).

Sinceone of our objectivesis to relatethe variousconservationlaws in the

two points of view, it is of fundamentalimportancethatwe firstrelatethe

variousderivativesdefinedabove.

III.THE RELATIONOF LAGRANGIANAND EULERIANDERIVATIVES

As definedabove,thematerialderivativeis the timerateof change of a

scalar or vectorfunction,~, as one movesalongwitha particle. Thus,for a

particlewhichhas coordinates(xl,X2, X3) and velocities (V
*

1’
V2, V3) at the

time t, and hencemovesto the point (X1 + vlAt, X2 + v2At, x + v3At) at. time
3

t + At, the strictmathematicaldefinitionof ~ is givenby

;A lim i(xl ,+ v At, x
2
+ v2At,x

[
3

+ v3& t + At) - 1(X1,X2, x3,t)

~ = At+O At ] .(3)

Makingthe TaylorSeriesexpansionof the firstterm

d~—=
dt

:::0& II(xl, x2, x3,t) + #- vlAt+ ~ v2At+ ~3 v3At+ # At + 01(At)2
1

+ 02(At)3+ .... - ~(X1, X2, X3,t)]

= :::0 IVl #- + V2 #- + V3 > + z + O,(At)+ 02(At)2...] ,
1 2 3 at

where01, 02, etc.,are functionsof orderAt, (At)2etc. As we approach the

limitAt+O,

+[I(X1 , X2, x3,t)]= (& + : ● V)ii= (~ + vi & )1 .
i

(4)

dxi
* The Vi are actuallydefinedin termsof & thatis, vi = ~ = timerateof

changeof xi, xi movingalongwith the particle. (Seenextpage).
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dThis describes the material or Lagrangian derivative,~, in termsof the
a aEulerianderivatives,~
~’ x’ in bothvectorand tensornotation.

A pertinentexample. In any coordinatesystem,if ~ = ; = the positionvector

of a given particle in the fluid, then by the physical definition of the

velocityof the particle,

+ d;
— = timerateof changeof ;, movingwithparticle.v = dt

+ + +
Proofin Cartesiancoordinates.

‘et A = r = ‘kxk”
Thenby (4),

Now by definitionof & a;in (l),== O, thatis, changein ; if one stays

fixed at position; in space. Also,sincethe unitvectors~k are constantin

spaceand timeand sincethe coordinatesxi
are independentof eachother,

(4a)

whichis none otherthanthe velocity,whichmakessense.

IV. REYNOLDS’TRANSPORTTHEOREM

This theorem(Aris2),at leastto me, concernsthe meaningof thematerial

derivative,~, when appliedto an integralof somescalaror vectorfunction

overa givenvolume. In short,if ~(xl,X2, x3,t)is eithera scalaror vector

function,thenReynolds’TransportTheoremis

(5)

(5a)
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[(5a)comesfromthe divergencethereom]. Thus for a volume, V, ~hi~h ~~ im.
bedded in and moves with the fluid,the totaltimerateof changeof JV~dVis

givenby (5). The firsttermrepresentsthe time rate of change in ~ inside

the volume, V, as it moves. The secondtermrepresentsthe amountof ~ which

passesthroughthe surface,S, of V, in unit time,as it moves. ~ is measured
per unit volume, and ; ● d; (velocityx surface= changein volumeper unit

time)is the volumesweptout,d?lbeingin the directionof the outward drawn

normaland havingthe magnitudeof the area element.

Proof,Aris2has a veryneatproof (P.85) using Jacobians, etc. However, I

prefer to givea proofwhichuses the physicalnotionsof $ JdV, etc. Since
V moveswith the fluid,then the fundamentalmeaning & in (2), (3) may be
utilized,thatis,

& Iv tdV = :;:O& {[jV(t + *t)idvlt+At- [~v(t)ld@] . (6)

But an integralis definedas the limitof sum, thatis,

Now we can write (6) as

wherewe assumethat the AVR are also imbeddedin and movewith the fluid(that

is,AVkt+Atcontainsthe samematerialas AV
!3 The limitsmay now be inter-

changedso that

(7)
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In the limit the first term

more difficultto interpret.

fluid,thenfor eachAVQ

approachesJv

Sincewe have

d(AVg) rate at whichvolumeis swept
7= (thatis, surfaceintegralof

“f S(AVg);“ d3.

3A~ dV, but the secondtermis a bit

assumedthatthe AV2 move with the

out by the surfaceof AV1
velocity)

Now by the divergencetheorem $S ; ● d~ = JV (V ● ;)dV ,

so

d(AV1)

dt = JAV (V ● ~)dv .
t

In the limit,as AV1+O,by the mean valuetheorem,

d(AVL)
— = (v
dt

● ;)l AVR ,

we can now write (7) as

whichcompletesthe proof.

OtherFormsof the TransportTheorem

d~
If we substitutein (5) for thematerialderivative~ as definedin (4),

(8)

Now, if in Cartesiancoordinateswe define,when; is eitherof the scalars,p,

pE, or vectorp;, an operator

3V
v“ (ii) =& (viI)= vi g- + 1 & = (3 ● V)t + 1(V “ ;)

i i i
(9)



(see AppendixA).

Then (8)may be written

(lo)

Also in Cartesian coordinates it is possible to suggest a divergencetype

theoremfor V ● (;~)(seeAppendixB).

rv v “ (~~)dV = @; ● d~) (11)

so that (10)becomes

(12)

a— can be movedin or out of the integralat willbecauseof its definition‘he at
in (1) which says that ~ means observing a change in timewhileremaining

fixedin space. The form (12)in effect states that for a scaler or vector

functionii,the timerateof changeof fv~dVas V moveswith the fluidis given

by the timerate of change of Jv~dV for V fixed in space plus a flux of ~

throughthe surfaceS of V.

v. THE EQUATIONOF CONSERVATIONOF MASS

The mass enclosedby a volume,V, is givenby the integralJvpdV. The rate

of mass flowout througha surface S is given by j p; ●s d~, where ; is the

velocityof the fluidwith respectto the elementd~.

LagrangianForms. If V is imbeddedin the fluid and moves with it, then the

rateof change(~) of mass in V as one followsV, is zero,thatis,

m
(13)

because no mass is lost or gained through the surface S of V. This is an

integralLagrangian formof the equationof conservationof mass.

Applyingthe Reynolds TransportTheorem,(5), with~ = p,
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‘v [~ + P(V “ ;)]dV= () .

Sincethisholdsfor any volume,V, used,the integrandmustvanish,or

(14)

*+ P(V”?)=O . I
This is a differentialLagranglan

EulerianForms. If V is fixedin

of mass in V equalsthe mass lost

(15)

formof the equationof conservationof mass.

timeand space,thenthe rateof change (~)

throughthe surface,or

( 16)

the laststepusing

of the equation.

tegralto give

the divergencetheorem. This is an integral,Eulerianform

Since V is constantin time,~ may be takeninsidethe in-

JV[*+v ● (p;)] dV = O , (17)

and sincethis is truefor any V,

*+V*(P; )=O , I (18)

whichis a differentialEulerianform. It couldalsobe writtenin other ways

by expandingV ● (p;)by (9).

Equivalenceof Forms

Using the ReynoldsTransportTheoremas writtenin (12)withA = p we see

thatthe integralforms (13), (16) are equivalent.

The differentialforms (15), (18) are equivalent,for if the material
~ in (15)‘s e p

‘erivative’dt’ x andedby (4),

g+(wim+p(v “;)=0 . (19)

8



Using~=p in (9),we have

v* (f+ - (v ● V)p + p(v ● $) (20)

and we see that (20) in (19) gives (18), whichprovesthatthe differential

forms(15), (18) are equivalent.

VI. THE EQUATIONOF CONSERVATIONOF MOMENTUM

The momentumenclosedby a volume, V, is given by the integral ~vp~dV.

The rate of actual mass flow across a surfaced~ is givenby p: . d~. This

carrieswith it acrossthe surfacea momentum/timeof ;(P; ● d~). There is

another term whichis usuallythoughtof as the forceactingon volume,V, due

to the pressureactingon its surface,namely-JSPd3,whichmay also be inter-

preted as a rate of momentumflow acrossS causedby the randommotionof the

particles. (SeeAppendixC.)

Lagrangian Forms. If V is imbeddedin the fluidand moveswith

rateof change(~ ) of momentumin V as one followsV is givenby

*

it, thenthe

(21)

becauseno actualmass is lostor gainedthroughthe surface S of V. If one

prefers to thinkof -jSPd~as representingthe forceon V, then (21)is an ex-

pressionof Newton’sLaw, force= rate of changeof momentum. Equation(21)is

an integral Lagrangian form. Usingthe transporttheorem,(5),withI = P;,

and the well-known

jSPd~= jvVPdV , (22)

one can write (21)as

Jv[$ (p;)+ p; (V ● ;)] dV = -jv VPdV .

Sincethis is truefor any V,

(23)

+ (p;) + p;(v “ ;) = -VP , (24)

9



a differentialLagrangian

Eulerian Form. If V is

of momentumin V is given

formof conservationof momentum.

fixedin timeand space,thenthe rateof change(~)

by the momentumlostthroughthe surface,namely,

-@(i’ “ d~) or -J~;[(P;) ● d.i!]

plus the pressureintegral,so that

(25)

which is an integralEulerianform.

Since V is fixed in timeand space,~ may be movedinsidethe integral.

Convertingsurfaceintegralsto volumeintegralsusing (11) with ~ = p;, and

(22),we have

Sincethisholdsfor any V, the integrandmustbe zeroor

a(p;)— = - {v ● [;(p;)]+ VP} ,
at

(26)

(27)

which is a differential

Equivalenceof Forms

Eulerianformof conservationof momentum.

The transporttheorem,(12),with~ = p;, demonstratesthe equivalenceof

the integral forms (21) and (25). The differentialform (24), with the

~ (p;)expandedby (4)gives‘aterial‘erivativedt

*+ (;
● V)(p;) + (p;)(v“ ;) = -VP . (27a)

BY (9) this gives(27)thecorrespondingEuleriandifferentialform.

10



VII.THE EQUATION OF CONSERVATIONOF MOMENTUM - SIMPLIFIED BY USE OF THE————
EQUATIONOF CONSERVATIONOF MASS

d(p;)This simplificationamounts to expanding the ~ or a(pl)— terms and
+ dp + ap at

eliminating the v ~ or v —at by means of the conservationof mass equation.

Lagrangian. d(p;)Expanding~ in (23),a Lagrangianintegralformof conservation

of momentum,we get

(28)

Using the Lagrangian differentialequationof conservationof mass, (15),two

termsdropout, leaving

(29)

a Lagrangianintegralmomentumequation.

Convertingthe surfaceintegralby (22),one can thenget the correspond-

ing Lagrangiandifferentialequation

EiEl (30)

This couldalsohave beenobtainedfromthe Lagrangiandifferentialmomentum

equation,(24),simplifiedby themass equation,(15).

Eulerian. Expanding- and using(AppendixA) in (26),an Eulerianintegral

formof momentumequation,we get

~v(p: + ; ~) dV = -jv{;[V“ (p;)] + p[(; ● v);]+ VP}dV . (31)

Usingthe Euleriandifferentialequationof conservationof mass,

(18),thissimplifiesto

+
fv{p[~ + (; ● V);]}dV= - fvVPdV , (32)

11



an Eulerianintegralmomentum equation, and the correspondingdifferential

Eulerianform

+
P[# + (v . ‘J);]= -VP . (33)

This could also be obtained from the Euleriandifferentialmomentumequation

(27),simplifiedby the mass equation,(18),and AppendixA.

VIII. THE EQUATIONOF CONSERVATIONOF ENERGY

The energyper unitmass in any materialis givenby

2
E=e+~ , (34)

2
wheree is the internalenergyper unitmassand& is the kinetic energy per

unit mass. The energyenclosedby a volume,V, is thengivenby the integral,

jvpE dV. Also,since~v ● d~ representsthe rateof actualmass flow across a

surface element of d~, this mass then carrieswith it acrossthe surfacean

energy/time of E(p; ● d~). The rate at which work is being done by the

material insideV on thatoutsideV is givenby JSP; ● d~, thatis, a pressure

actingthrougha distance.

Lagrangian Forms. If V is imbeddedin the fluidand moveswith it, thenthe

rate of change[~] of energyin V as one follows V is equal to the rate at

whichthe materialoutsideV doeswork on the materialinsideV, thatis,

~~VPEdV = -~SP;. d; . (35)I.

There is no gainor lossof energyfrommass flowingthroughthe surface,

S, becauseV moveswith the fluid. This is an integralLagrangianform of the

conservationof energy.

Usingthe transporttheorem,(5),withA

the divergencetheoremon the righthand side

~v[~+PE(V ● ;)]dV= -jvV ● (P;)dV

= pE, on the left hand side and

of (35),

. (36)

12



Sincethisis truefor any V,

d(pE)
dt +PE(VS;) =-V .(p;) ,

whichis a differentialLagrangianformof

EulerianForms. If V is fixedin timeand

(37)

the energyequation.

space,thenthe rateof change (~’)

of energy is affectedby the energylostthroughthe surface,S, namelyISE(p~
. d~),so that

whichis an integralEulerianformof conservationof energy.

SinceV is now fixedin space,$ may be movedinsidethe integral. Also,

usingthe divergencetheoremon the surfaceintegrals,we have

~ ~(PE)
v at

dV = -IVIVc (Ep;)+ V ● (P;)]dV . (39)

Sincethis is true for any V, the integrandmust vanishor

a(pE)— - -[v . (Ep;)+ V ● (P;)] ,
at (40)

whichis a differentialEulerianenergyconservationequation.

Equivalence of forms. The transporttheorem,(12),withA = pE, immediately

givesthe equivalencebetweenthe two integralforms,(35)and (38).

Starting with the Lagrangiandifferentialform, (37),if one expandsthe

materialderivativeaccordingto (4)

a(PE)
at

+ (; ● V)pE+ f)E(V ● ;) = -V ● (P;)

and thenuses (9)with~ = PE, the Eulerianform (40)is obtained.



IX. THE EQUATION OF CONSERVATIONOF TOTALENERGY- SimplifiedBY USE OF THE

DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSOF CONSERVATIONOF MASS AND MOMENTUM TO GIVE THE

CONSERVATIONOF INTERNALENERGYEQUATIONS

The simplificationamountsto expandingthe varioustermsand thenelimat-

ing terms containing the derivatives of p and ; by the equations of

conservationof massand momentumto leaveexpressionsfor the derivativesof

e, the internalenergy.

Lagrangian.Startingwith the Lagrangianintegralequation,(35),substituting

(34),and usingthe divergencetheorem,

Now applyingthe

term,

~ jvpedV+

But

~ jvp; dV = -Jvv ● (P;)dV . (41)

transporttheorem(5) to the secondterm,and (9) to the third

2
d($)

Jv[ dt + P$-v “ ~] dv = --fv[(~ . V)P + P(V . h]dV . (42)

2 2 ?
d(p:) 2 d(;) 2 d

~v”
dt + ‘2

;“p — + : [f + p(v . ;)] . p% , (43)
dt

usingthe differentialequationof conservationof mass, (15),whichmakes the

brackettermvanish.

Also,

=-; ● VP (44)

by the differentialequation of conservationof momentum(30). Using(44)?

(43)in (42),

1 (45a)~jvpedv . -JVP(V ● ~)dv s

14



or substitutingfor V ● ; fromthe differentialequation of conservationof

mass, (15),

&fVpedV = jvP(~~)dV . (45b)

These are simplified integral Lagrangianequationsof conservationof energy

(internalenergy).

Now applyingthe transporttheorem,(5),to (45b),we get

@.# + pe V ● ;]dV = ~ P(L~)dV
V p dt

or

(46)

(47)

Once again, the conservationof mass, (15),eliminatesthe two middletermsto

give

(48)

whichis truefor all V, so that

de
x=

P (+] ~ , (49)
P

whichis a simplifieddifferentialLagrangianformof the energyequation. To

put it in a more familiarform,definethe specificvolume

v* = ; with# = - – –1 dp
2 dt ‘
P

(50)

which gives the familiar thermodynamicformof law of conservationof energy

with no heat flow (dQ= O),

Ik=irl (51)



ThesesimplifieddifferentialLagrangianenergyequationscan be derived in a

similar way from the unsimplifiedequation,(37),by use of (15),(34),(44),

and AppendixA.

Eulerian. It is possible to begin with the unsimplifiedEulerianintergral

equation,(38),and withstepssimilarto those used above on the Lagrangian

equation to achieve an Eulerian equation in terms of (pe), but it is much

easierto achievethe sameresultby startingwith the simplifiedLagrangian

integral equation(45a,b). Applyingthe transporttheorem,(5),to (45a)with

A = pe, we get

Now expandingthe materialderivativeby (4),

‘vI at~ + (; ● V)pe + pe(V ● ;)] dV = -JVP(V ● ;)dV .

Using (9)withA = pe and taking~ outsideintegral,

or

& jv(pe)dV= -jvV ● (ep;)dV- ~vP(V ● ~)dv ,

by the divergencetheorem

(52)

(53)

(54)

~ Jv(pe)dV= -fSe(pl● d~) - Jvp(v ● :)dv . (54a)

Theseare simplifiedintegral,Eulerianformsof the conservationof energy.

The physical interpretationof (54a)mightbe thatfor a fixedvolume,V, the

changein internalenergyis givenby the lossof internalenergy through the

surface and the integral of the rateat whichP is doingwork locally. This

latterconceptcomesfromthe equationof conservationof mass, (15), which

defines

*
1 d+ = (1* g) =(v ● :) = (-– rateof volumechange
P dt v per unitvolume (55)

16



so that

*

P(v “ ;) = P(”; ~) = p(< :) . rateof workdoneper

v unitvolume

We can achieve further simplificationby starting with the Eulerian

integralequation(54),with~ insidethe integral

~]dV + jvVfv[p~ + e at “ (eP~)dv= -fvp(v● ;)dv . (56)

Using(9)with~ = e, ; = p;,

V ● [e(p;)]= eV ● (p;)+ P(; ● V)e ;

we have

JV{P~ae + e[~ +V.(p~)]+p(t. V)e}dV=-JvP(V*~)dV .

The conservationof mass, (18),eliminatesthe bracketto give

This holdsfor any volume,giving

~e P dp
E + (; ● V)e=-——=2dt -Pg

P

(57)

(58)

This is a simplifiedEuleriandifferentialequationof conservationof energy.

It could be obtained more simply fromthe simplifiedLagrangiandifferential

equation, (51),by use of the definition(4) of thematerialderivative.
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APPENDIxA
EXPANSIONSOF THE OPERATORV . ( )

I = p: v ● (p;) . L
(vi) = vi ?&-+ hi

ax
i i p~

= (: ● V)p+ p(v “ ;) = (; ● v)1+ i(v ● ;) .

ap + av‘ ;V.— + Pvi: + pv#I ax
i i i

av.
= vi&- (p;)+ p;+

i i

a-~ (ViPE) a av.
— (PE)+ pE&

i = ‘i axi
i

= (; “ V)ii+i(v.;) .
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APPENDIXB

A DIVERGENCETYPETHEOREMFOR V ● (;~)

Proof.

For ~ = p, PE, thesequantitiescan be consideredscalar coefficientsof
+
v, and the divergencetheoremholdsdirectly.

For ~ = p; fromAppendixA,

IVv“ (~~)dv= fvV ● [:(p;)]dV

‘J v ~ [;(pvi)]dV
i

“f J J & [;(pvi)]dx1dx2dx3
‘3 ‘2 ‘1 axi

= ~x ~x {L~(Pvl)1+ - [;(PV1)]-} (jSl
32

+ j J {[;(pv2)]+- [h@l-}ds2
‘1 ‘3

+ J J {[~(PV3)l+- [l(pV3)l-}dS3 J
‘1X2

2 3’ ‘s2 = ‘xldx3’ ‘s3 = ‘xldx2wheredS1 = dx dx

so

JVV . [;(p;)] dV = jsp;(; ● da) ●
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APPENDIXC

THE PRESSUREMOMENTUMTERM

Considera one-dimensionalsystem(Fig.1) in which

s

P>o

t-

P=o

K

an imaginarysurface,

materialof pressureP

i

Fig. 1. One-DimensionalFlow

S, separatesmaterialof pressureP > 0 on the leftfrom

= O on the right. Pd~ representsthe gainof +x momen-

tum on the rightfrommaterialon the left,so -Pd~representsthe gain (really

a loss sinceit is negative)of momentumof the material on the left. For a

more detailedstudyseeSpitzer,3 pages94-98.



SUMMARYOF RESULTS

Totalor MaterialDerivative:

Reynolds’TransportTheorem:

Lagrangian

Conservationof Mass:

~ ~vpdV= O . (A-1)

Conservationof Momentum:

Conservationof Energy:

dp
~+ P(v ”v)=o .

d(p;)
dt

+ p;(v “ ;) = -VP

~(pE) + pE(V ● ;)

= -v “ (P:) .

. (A-3)

Eulerian

(A-I)

-jSP; ● d~ . (A-III)

DifferentialForms

(A-la) ap
%=-V ”(P;) “

(A-Ia)

.(A-2a) a(p;)—=-VP-V “
at

(;p;) . (A-IIa)

~ = _v . ~pE;)_ v
at

● (P;) .(A-IIIa)

(A-3a)
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Simplifications

Lagrangian Eulerian

Using (A-la)in (A-2a) Using(A-Ia)in (A-IIa)

= -VP . (A-2b)

-0(; “ v); (A-IIb)

Using (A-la)in (A-3a) Using(A-Ia)in (A-IIIa)

‘~+* -E[ti;)]‘A-lllb)
- ,(~“v)E - V ● (p;) .

Using (A-2b)in (A-3b)with (4) Using(4) in (A-IIIb)

/’de+Q V2

p dt
— = -P(v “ +$ g= $);) (A-3c) P ~
dt

-P(; . V)(e +

/
+;. (Pg) ●

-P(v ● ;) - ; “ VP .

Using (A-1a) in (A-3c) Expandand use (A-4)

de P d,——
~ = 2 dt “

P
(A-3d) P ~ + p; ● ~ .

2
-p(? ● V)e - p (? . V)%

-P(v ● ;) - ; “ VP .

Rearrangeand use (A-5)and (A-IIb)

or
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